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What’s new in the International community ?
MEDIAPOST Portugal continues to attract new leaflet customers

Media revenues should
stabilize in 2016

France Pub and IREP
published in March the
2015 media revenues for
France. After a long crisis
period, 2015 has known a
slow down with only 1,1%
decrease in media
revenues and 2016 should
be a year for stabilization.
In 2015, Internet still knows
the highest increase
(+5,3%) and promotion
comes second with +2,4%.
The biggest decrease if for
directory (yellow pages...)
and press with respectively
-7% and -6,3%. Direct
Marketing still has the most

During this month of March,
MEDIAPOST Portugal
continued its growing path
and conquered three new
customers in leaflet: AKI,
Continente and Rádio
Popular.
In this article, we will share
with you some information
about this retailers and their
new relationship with our
company.
Let’s start with
AKI, a retailer focused on
gardening and DIY
materials, who has 35
stores in Portugal and has
been, until this month, a
customer of our competitor
Postcontact. From now on,
MEDIAPOST will be entitled
with the bimonthly
distribution of a total of 6
million leaflets per year for
AKI, throughout the national

revenues by -3,6%.
Starting in 2015, the study
integrates a new actor in
the communication
perimeter: owned media,
represented by websites
mobile Apps, and social
networks pages...This new
perimeter induces new
types of investments which
IREP estimates around 2,1
billion€ in total.

Continente, the food retail
leader in Portugal has been
our second success of this
month. After several years of
negotiation, we have finally
signed the first contract
agreement as a distribution
supplier. For starters, we will
handle the leaflet distribution
of some stores in the
continental area and in
Madeira.
Last but not least:
Rádio Popular, a retailer
dedicated to technology and
home appliances, with over

40 stores at a national level.
MEDIAPOST made its first
contact with this company
and will distribute leaflets
for 8 stores, which
represents a monthly
distribution of 700.000
units. According to our
Sales Director, Inês
Fazenda, «the goal is to
acquire, in the near future,
all the distribution. This is a
customer with a very big
potential in terms of
monthly volumes».
For AKI and Rádio Popular,
MEDIAPOST introduced an
online reporting system, in
which customers have
access to the status of the
distribution. They can
check when the distribution
started and ended in a
specific area. The system is
updated twice a day.

MEDIAPOST Hit Mail Romania acquires Bulgarian marketing
agency Metrica

market shares (26,9%) but
sees a decrease in

territory, including Azores and
Madeira islands.
MEDIAPOST already made
the first campaign and the
feedback of the customer was
positive.

At the end of 2015,
MEDIAPOST Hit Mail
Romania finalized the
acquisition of majority
shares in the Bulgarian
marketing agency Metrica,
based in Sofia.
Metrica is specialized in
direct marketing and remote
sales. The company's main
activities include direct
marketing, direct sales
process services,
promotional campaigns,
loyalty programs and digital
print. The company also
has a call center and offers
a full range of telemarketing
services. The company has

a diversified customer
portfolio, expanding from
software industrials such as
Microsoft to Auto
manufacturers (Renault
Nissan) and DIY &
gardening retailers
(Bakker).
Metrica is also moving
quickly towards the digital
and e-commerce area. The
company recently launched
a global offer for e-shops,
including storage of goods,
pick & pack and orders
shipping, administrative &
customer services and
advertising.
MEDIAPOST Hit mail’s
decision to become a
shareholder in Metrica was
based on the agency's

portfolio of marketing and
logistic solutions, its
established relationship
with customers, and highly
qualified and dedicated
team. All these elements
make an excellent
combination to bring
complementarity to our
business and strengthen
our existing assets in
Bulgaria. “This partnership
is important to us because
it will help us develop the
company and increase our
portfolio of services,"
Metrica’s managing
director Yordan Kumchev
said.
Click here to know more about
Metrica’s services

MEDIAPOST Group Spain launches Quoty
th

The Adblockers
phenomenon is
progressing

IAB France published in
March the latest results of a
survey done on an
increasing phenomenon:
adblockers. Today, over
30% of french people
declare being equiped with
an adblocker, a system that
prevents them from being
exposed to advertising on

On March 17 , the Spanish
version of Quoty was finally
released to the market with
the mobile App and the
website.
th
On March 9 , MEDIAPOST
Spain devoted a special
internal communication plan
to inform all the company’s
employees of the imminent
launching of this exciting
new project. A few days
later, a dedicated newsletter
was sent to MEDIAPOST’s
7 500 subscribers, and a
B2B press release will
complete this plan at the
beginning of April. In the
meantime, the Spanish
Quoty team started to work
on the audience
development with Facebook
Ads, Google Adwords
campaigns and Google

display banners.
th
On April 20 , MEDIAPOST
Group Spain will officially
present Quoty in Futurizz
congress, a major event in
Madrid dedicated to the
future of digital business.
During this congress, Quoty
team will have a dedicated
room and a 40 minutes
speech potentially touching
the ears of the 10 000
expected visitors.
Regarding business, the
Quoty team is currently
working on a dedicated
sales plan which should
target both retailers and
FMCGs.
Let’s wish all the best to
Quoty Spain and meet them
in a few weeks for more
news and updates!

Follow us everywhere!

their digital devices. For

Launches myShopizine, a new native-advertising concept

now, this trend in France
concerns mainly males and
is more concentrated on
PCs. Most Internet users
declare chosing to install an
adblocker because of the
advertising pressure which
troubles their browsing.
They also consider that
advertising on the web is
often too intrusive. But
users do not despise
advertising. Almost 60%
admit that ads are more
targeted than they used to
be and offer premium
formats (skippable pre-roll
videos, desktop
splashscreens...). So the
challenge is now on the
marketing experts’ side:
offer a new acceptable
advertising norm and kill
the adblockers
phenomenon.

th

On March 14 , myShopi in
Belgium launched the first
version of myShopizine, a
printed magazine dedicated
to shopping and promotions.
This free magazine will be
published and distributed in
1, 5 million mailboxes
throughout Belgium, 4 times
per year.

supermarket, in the furniture
store, at the hairdresser…Thanks to this
journey, the consumer can
share his impressions on
the products and brands
that are integrated in the
articles. This nativeadvertising technique
chosen my BD-myShopi is
both good for consumer’s
inspiration and experience
and for brands which can
“This paper magazine is
start a real and serious
perfectly complementary to
interaction with potential
our logistic and digital
customers.
solutions, showing again our For each of the 4 editions,
strong confidence in our
myShopizine will present a
omni-channel strategy”, said new consumer’s shopping
Tim De Witte, CCO at BDjourney, and this person will
myShopi.
share his/her advice and
MyShopizine is a brand new purchase experiences with
concept: the reader follows a the different brands
co-consumer during a full
presented in the magazine.
shopping day: at the
Katja Cloetens, a freelance

journalist, is starring in the
first edition, sharing a
recipe with some Alpro
products, treating her cat
with whiskas food, planning
a trip with Jetair and trying
a Hyundai Tucson for a
future car purchase. The
diversity of topics
mentioned in the magazine
is a good opportunity for
brands and retailers to
integrate their message in
a more general context,
through the voice of a real
consumer.
MyShopizine is a paper
magazine, but BD-myShopi
also chose to complete it
with an interactive digital
version offering even more
content (advices, videos,
blog…).
Click here to read
myShopizine digital version.
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